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ABSTRACT
Muon-catalyzed

fusion (pCF) has proved to be a fruitful subject for basic physics

research as well as a source of cold nuclear fusion. Experiments have demonstrated

that

over 100 fusions per muon can be catalyzed by formaticn of the dtp molecule in mixtures of
deuterium and tritium.

After a brief review of the subjmt’s history, the dtp catalysis cyc!e

and the principal relations used in its analysis are described.
processes in the pCF cycle are then discussed,

Some of the important

Finally, the status of current res~arch is

appraised.

1. INTRODUCTION
ht,lon-catalyzed

fusion (pCF) entails the synthesis of accelerator

and reactor

technology with the atomic, molecular, and nuclear physics of the catalysis cycle.

This

paper will deal with thr reactions in the cyclr rather than the creation of rnu(ns or
co)lcction of the energy. Experiments in the last fcw years have achicvcd over 100 fusiuns
prr muon in d(’uteriurT’- tiitium mixtures at or near liquid dcnsiti(~s [] ,2]. Ilowcv(r, th(’
fascina;i~~g history of the subject began much earlier.
In 1’347,only tcn years after the discovery of the muon and before it was known fur
sure that the muon and pion were diffmcnt particles, th(’ possilli]i(y of PC]; was
hypothcsimd by Hank [3]. It was a great thrill to hoar $’
. ]r (:hnrl~’s I:rank LIISCISShis
Sll,)rt]y
aft(’r F’ronk’s
ingenious thcorrtical conc(’i)tion of @k’ in th(I pre,.c(ling tnlk
, Stkiilov diwuswd the possil)illty of cnvrgy pro[lu(fi(l~l WIIII (ld~~mI(!
C(mc(’ption of II(;14’
later Z(’l(lovich reinv(’rllwi and rtrnplifi(’d on the i(i(’fi ‘1’11(’s(’
th(’olt’(l(’;ll S])(’(lll; lll(m i W’(’1(’
unknown to Alvarrw cl (I1 14] whrn th[’y accidvntfill! discovrr(vl nn[! CIIII(I{[I! ir~tt’ri,)ltttf)[l
chamlwr
Jackson [!}! II;II~nr(’nding al)~~ut Al\Al(I/’s
p d i~(’!’ il, th(’ Il(lk{’1(’y1)111)1)1(1
to r~];~ko,a f;ilrly. thorou}:h” AIIiIl,tSI~
of
(’xritlng (Iis(sov(’ryin th(’ N(’w Y(,rk ‘1’IIIJ(IS~\r(]c(y~(i(*(!
cnrr~y ~)r[)illl:tlon pwsil)ilitim
quickly

follt)wul

hf~)rc dvtaild

c)i~wllr~]vl]t:ll nrl(i thw)r~’tir;ll Inv(*st IgJt II IIls

[(i], nnt! th(’ n~’xt l)rc:~kthrt)~l~h W;IS 11):1(111
p(~ssIIIl~~l)) \’PSrIIJII’S [“;]

(31STHl~(Jl10N

or

1}41$; I“)OC(JMFNT
. ..- IS [INI
—-- lM~ll.1

)
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inference from some of these expcrirncnts of the cxistcncc of a resonant mcchaaisnl for
forming the dd~ molecule.

Armed with (his mechanism, Gcrshtcin and Ponomarev [6]

predicted a rapid formation rate for the dtp molecule wouid cnaldc N 100 d-t fusions per
muon. The rapid molecular--formation rate was confirmed by Bystritsky et al. [9] in 1980.
In 1983 Jones et al. [la] measured a large number of fusion neutrons and demonstrated the
temperature dependence of d-t pCF.

Today we know that the d-t pCF cycle is far more

intricate than could have ever been imagined by these early rcsrarchers [10],
Muon-catalyzed
except two protons,
molecular–formation

fusion has actually been observed for all pairs of hydrogen isotopes
However, ddp and dtp are special in having resonantly enhanced

ratcsi

Furthermolc, d-t pCF IS unique in having a small muon loss

via “sticking” to the charged fusion particle.

Although all the reactions are of fundamental

interest, e.g., d+ ~CF for its breakdown of the expected “tirror

symmetry” relation [11],

this paper will mainly discuss d-t pCF.
In the d-t fusion reaction, an a particle and neutron are produced with the release
of 17,6 MeV of energy.

Normally this reaction occurs only in energetic beams or hot

plasmas because of the Coulomb barrier between the two nuclei.

However, if it were

possible to get the d and t close enough together otherwise, fusion could occur without all
this effort. One might think that the ordinary DT molcculc (“dt~”) could provide z
suitable site, but it turns out that the d and t would not he expcctwt to tunnel from their
equilibrium distance to a distance of a few fermi, where fusion can occur, in the entire agc
of the universe! The muon, except for its finite lifetime, is ?ikc a heavy clrc:ron and can
also bind d and t with an internuclear distance about 200 timm shorter corrmponding to its
107 times greater mass, In the muonic molecular ion dtp, tunneling is still nrccssary bui
occurs in just a picosecond,
The basic catalysis cycle is characterized by two paramr[crs:
A, = the c}cling rate

(la)

L; = thr fractional 10ss prr cycle .

(lI))

and
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Fig. 1, The d-t muon< atalyzed fusion cycle. The times indicated here are estimates for a
liquid target with 40% tritium,

2. THE d-t MUON-CATALYZED

FUSION CYCLE

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the d-t pCF cycle. The process starts with a
free muon, injected into a gas or liquid mixture of dcutmium and tritium, being stopped lo
form a mucmic atom. The slowing and captrm occurs primarily by ionization, e.g,
p+d+e
~+D+
{

(?)

dp(n)+e

(of course, thr actunl targets arc mokular),
to an energy of w 10 CV and thvn capturd

and it is now known that th,, HII)(IIIis sI,)wwI
into an mbit;ll with principal riuantum numt)(lr

n ~ ]4 [12]. If the muoII is first rapturwt by d, it has to I)(1[rnnsf(’rrwl I() I, mI irrctcrsllll(’
process 6incr tlw incrrasc in binding (’norgy grcn[ly vxcrmls thr targvt Wmpcraturvl

excitation of the electronic molecule, e.g.
tp +

D2 -

[(dt~)JVdee]KV t

(4)

whine J,v and K,v designate the rotational
muonic and electronic molecules, respectively.

and vibrational

quantum

number~ of the

In ‘-e compound molecule [(dtp)dee], the

d:p is so sma!l compared with the electronic molecule that, for most purposes, it can be
considered to be a mass-5 isotope of the hydrogen atom. In this reaction the reduced mass
and the rovibrational wave function changes, but the electronic wave function is mostly left
alone.
The resonant complex is usually stabilized by conversion of an Auger electron,

This

process takes the dtp molecule from the J= I state in which it is initially formed to a J=O
state where fusion ensues [13]. Upon fusion the muon is usually freed to catalyze another
cycle but sometimes sticks to the a particle,
l-q
n+a+p
dtp —

c

(5)

q

n+c.kp

In the latter case, if it is not liberated

before the ap slows down, it is lost forever.

However, the ap initially has a high ve16city (5,83 au.), so the cross sections for stripping,
e’g”

arc significant. The “rcactivatior,” probability is ,Icsignatcd R, and the effective sticking
intrmlucud in (lb) is givmr by
w, =

q(l--l{)

.

(7)
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The usual analysis of the d--t pCF cycle assumes a steady state.
\Vith thjs
assumption, we have a simple expression for Yn, the average number of fusions per muon
[14],

(8)

where AO= 0.5 x 106 s-1 is the muon decay rate, ACis the cycling rate, and \\T is the
fractional loss per cy~le, It can be easily seen from this relation that the average number of
fusions per muon is limited by the ratio of the cycling rate to the muon decay rate as well
as by the inverse of the loss fraction,

Interestingly, these two limits are numerically
similar, both N 300 fusions, under the current optimum experimental conditions (tritium
fraction Ct z 0.4, density f#Ix 1 relative to liquid hydrogen density, and temperature
300 K).

T ~

The cycling rate Ac is simplified by the fact that the muon atomic capture (2) and
fusion (5) times are very short. Hence, most of the cycle time TCis spent either as d~
waiting for the muon to transfer (3) or as tp waiting to form the molecule (4); i.e.,
‘T
c

(9)

2‘dp +‘UI
“

In terms of rates [15),

(lo)

where Ct and Cd arc the tritium
ground-state

and deutcrium fractions (Ct + Cd s l), AdLis the

d--to-t transfer rate, qlt is the probability of JIL rt}fiching its ground sta’e,

and Adt,, is the rnolcctdar-formation

rate.

Thf.’ first term is multiplied by qlm since the

transfer ratwi in excited states aic very rapid as is the exrited-state cascad[I The simplr
appcaranrc of the ql~ factor is somewhat deceptive; it has proved to be difficult to
dt’terrllirle c~~wrimcntnlly.
The loss term \\’ in Eq (8) is nminly duc to thtI pr~lhabl]ity U, of the muon sti’eking
tu (INIalpha particle, thtmgh therv ar(’ corrvc(ions thht att’ t’s~wciflllj si~nificant at @z.< 1

6
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Fig. 2. Energetic of resonant [ dtp) Ildee] formation in tp + Da ccdlisions. The energy
levels in the potential we\ 1 on the right hand side are for [(dt~)dee , except the one
labeled D2 which is the ground state of Dz. The resonance con J ition is satisfied
when the kinetic energy co lines up with one of the rovibrationai levels of
[(dtp)dee].

W = w, + sticking in other fusion channels (dci~ & tt~)
+ scavenging by impurities (mtinly He) .

(11)

The sticking factor Ua is further decomposed as in Eq. (7), but ~ and R cannot be
determined independently by neutron detection alone, Experiments in which the charged
particles a and ap - re observed may be able to achieve this separation.

3. MUONIC MOLECULE FORMATION
From a molecular physics point of view, the most interesting basic process in PCF is
mufmtc molmwlc formation,

Until Vcsman’s [7] Lhmmtiral spl’cu]ation 20 years ago, it was

bclicvml that dt~ was formrd by the Auger mechanism [i6], e.g.
t~f + 1114

[(dtp)dc]

+ c ,

(12)
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in which the dt.p binding energy is carried off by the ejected electron.

The problem with

this mechanism is that the rate is slower than the muon decay rate, so usually not even one
fusion would be catalyzed,
We now know that there exists a resonant mechanism [Eq. (4)] for forming dtp as
well as dd~, but apparently not for any of the other muonic molecules, The energetic of
this process is illustrated in Fig. 2. The potential energy well on the left is that of dt~
showing its state with J=l,

v=l,

and on the right is that of the electronic molecule

showing several of its rovibrational states.

If for some collision energy co the levels align,

as shown, the transition can occur resonantly. The energy balance condition is
‘o - ‘Jv = EK, v,[(dtp)dee] - EK~D2] .
The prerequisite for the resonant process is that a weakly bound state of the muonic
molecule exist with binding energy less than cr comparable to the dissociation energy of the
target electronic molecule (N 4.5 eV). Early calculations were unable to demonstrate this;
e.g., in the Born-Oppenheimer (fixed-nucleus) approximation dtp is much too bound, but
in the adiabatic approximation it is not bound at all. Variational calculations [17-191 have
now shown that the Coulomb binding of the J=l, v=l state of dtp is tl.660 eV. (There also
exist four lower lying s~ates of dt~, but these play no role in the resonant molecularformatior process.) The hyperfine splitting [20] diminishes the binding of the lower
hyperfine state, having t and ~ singlet coupled, by w 0,036 e\’ and the overall shift due to
relativistic and other corrections [20-22]

further diminishes the binding by N 0,026 e\:.

Accurate calculations of the r~sonant formation rates require that the binding energy be
known to within about

●

0,001 eV.

Since some kinetic energy is required to reach the resonances shown in Fig. 2 (v’ >2
or v’=2, K‘ >2), it was expected that the rate would be small at low temperature and rise
dramriticaliy when the temperature was sufficient to feach the resonance. The rates for
ddp formation, measured at several different laboratories, exhibit thjs charactcrist)c
behavior [23], IIowever, there were two surprises in store when the analogous rate for dtl[
formation was carefully exatined
tclnpcraturc

experimentally:

(i) the rate does not exhibit a striking

dependence (Fig. 3a) [la] and (ii) the rate has a nonlinear cicpcndencc on

density (Fig. 3b) ~lb]

These surprises have been c~plained in terms of what can k
thou~ht of as “below-threshold r~sonanccs, ” i,e, with {0 < 0 in Eq, (13), In the sim~Jl(~-

rnindcd picture of Fig. 2, such states are completf?ly inaccmsib]c; however, the rwmnarlrrs
arr act ~]ally broadened by the flnitc lifetime of the comi)l(~~ [(dt~~)llder] as well as t))
three-b(dy

interactions [24], e.g

.

8
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Fig. 3. Experimrn~al d+,jLformation rates as a fu~~ction of (a)temperatur:
T at density
0.15< d~0.60[Ref. la]and(b) density @~ttemper~ture T<130K
(Ref. lb. As
is ccn} -:ltio;lpt, the rates are nmmalizcd to liquid-hydrogen density (L d II =
4.25.lW1 ato,ms/cm:), and the density is given relative to LHD. &Jl#4 is for
tp + DI collisions; ~d~ -t is fOr tp + DT colhsions. The normalized ~dc~ -t exhibits
no density dependence and is quite small at ‘I’ < 130 K (however, see last paragraph in Se:. 3).

(14)
This l’roadening makes accessible the states with v’ =2, K‘ =1 or 2, which have strong
transition matrix elements and apparently lie just below threshold ~251. Standard line
broadenin~ ilwxx} has been adapted [26j for treatment

of this process,

There is also an

indirect way the beiow-threshoki transitions can contribute to molecular formation.
c~,lifigll:tit~~jn ~!ixing induced ~Y the thi~~body interactions can enable a weak transition
jt:;t, ahvt

thrr},l)old

to borrow intensity from strong transitions below threshold [27].

It ha!: h.?cn general! j’ thoughi that, although molecular formatic:l from hot tl~ atoms
r~’”!~~’’(’s
~ ,Pl,id tran$ivnt [~8,~!)},such epithern~a] contributions arc insignificant at steady
sfiA:c !31!;. R,(’cr’lt

:Ancrimcnls comparing unequilibratcd

1)2/I~T~’l’T mixr’ ::{11 this M:rf

into question.

D2/T2 mixes with equilibrated

These cxjwriments

dvmonstratr

that

tl. + i~’!’ culli~ions Lontrihute to dty formation at llquid temperature even though the
The simplmt intv:j)rl*tai-muilFJu\\Isf[lr this \.ollisiun occur only at much higher cnvrgim
tion IS th:t: the t~l a:LIms arc not thmmalizctl.

This occurr[wce also is an alternative
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Fig. 4. Theoretical kinetic energy distributions [from Ref. 32], calculated by Monte Carlo
simulation of the timedependent
Boltzmann equation, of tp atoms at various
times after initially reaching the ground state in a target consisting of 50% tritium
at temperature 30 K. The average tilile for dtp formation is t s 6 ns, corresponding
to an e~~ectivetemperature of -100 K.

explanation
observed

to the abov~mentioned
moiecular-formation

rate.

lack of a strong temperature dependence of the
This epithermal possibility depends on the

competition between the molecular-formation

cross sections and the elastic scattering cross

sections discussed in the next section.

4. LOW-ENERGY

MUONIC ATOM SCATTERING

Though it has only recently become appreciated, elastic scattering, which
determines the rate of thermalization of the muotic atoms dp and t~, may be impor~ant for
the quantitative

understanding of the pCF cycle. One unconfirmed role [31] may be in the

calculation of the fraction ql, in Eq. (10), {or which there is a serious discrepancy between
experiments ard theory. Existing theoretical calculations assume. that the dp atoms are
thcrmalized befGre the muon is transferred. If this is not the case, the effecti~e transfer
cross sections wil! be smaller and consequently the value of ql~ will be Iargcr.

Anothrr

process particularly sensitive to the collisicn energy is resonant molecular formation. As
shown in Fig. 4, the distribution can bc far from hloxtl”rllian at thv average time [or
molecular formation [32]. However, the elas[ic truss sections {or tp used hmc w:’rc
calculated fur collisions with bare nuclei, d or t. Ttlough tp i:, indeed very small compard
with the clcwtronic atom, it is now known th~t tile cffcc[s of tarFcf (Electronic scrcrning ail(l
rnolccular binding can be qui~~ important at low collisi~n cnrrglvs-this

is illustratcti in

10

I
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Fig. 5. Elastic cross sections [from Ref. 33] for dp(TJ) + d (O.), dp(l 1) + D (a.~), and
ddll) + Dz (u~ol) at temperature 300 K.

Fig. 5 [33].
Relevant inelastic cross sections include those for muon transfer and for hyperfine
quenching.

The transfer cross section plays a primary role in determining the cycle time,

and its excited state contributions go into the determination

of qls [34]. Several accurate

calculations of the ground-state

transfer cross section [17b] have b~n made and are in
good agreement with each other and with experiments, but only approximate calculations
of the near-resonant

excited-tate

trsnsfer cross sections exist [34b].

The hyperfine state of tp is important

because the resonant molecular–formation

rates can be quite different for the singlet and triplet states owing to their energy splitting
[35]. The different molecular-formation

rates for thr doublet and quartet hyperfine states

of d;l and the hyperfine transition rate between them have been clearly seen in d-d ~CF
experiments [36], but analogous effects have so far been elusive in d-t pCF experiments.
Theoretically

it is expected that hyperfine quenching is essentially

all due to muon

exchange in the symriletric collision [37],
tp(ll)+t+t

+tp(ll)

+Om24eV .

(15)

l[owever, there are some experirncn:al indications [3.9] thnt qllrnching also occ~rs in the
asymmetric collision,
t/f(ll)+cl

—*t~i(lj) + d + 0.2,1 c\’ ,

(16)

11

which requires a true relativist!: interaction, but the cross srction for the latter process has
not been calculated

yei.

As in the case d elastic scattering,

clrctron

shielding and

molecular binding may affect these inelastic cross sections at very low energies.

5. STICKING AND STRIPPING
The most intransigent limitation of the ability of a muon to catalyze many fusions
is the probability w’ that the muon sticks to the charged fusion particle to form inuonic
helium. As written in Eq, (7), two factors are involved 1..re, the initial sticking w: and the
conditional probability

1-R that the muon ,s retained by the o particle through the

slowing-down process.
The simplest calcu~ ‘ion of ~ uses the sudden approximation
the adiabatic

united-atom

with as initial state

wave function of dtp and as final state the various atomic

orbitals of ap multiplied by a plane wave facto~ for the n–a motion; this simple calculation
gives * = 1.16% [39]. Elaborate calculations have nw

been done in a similar maimer but

using the united-atom
~

=

limit

of the nonudiabdic

dt~ wave function;

these calculations

give

0.89% [40,21]. The sudden approximation seems LObe well justified, but there slill

remai]i at least two questionable approximations, namely, ignoring the effect of the nuclear
strong interaction on the dt~ wave function and usc of a plane wave for motion that is
known to be a d-wave.

Preliminary tests of the former, using an optical potential [41,21]

and using the nuclear R-matrix boundary condition [42,43], suggest an effect of only w 5%,
which in fact increases the sticking rather than improving agreement with the experimental
value. The plar.e-wave approximation remains to be tested [44].
The early calculation

of the reactivation

factor R using a simplified kinetic

description gave 0.24 with negligible density dependence [39]. As shown in Fig. 6, the first
experimental
the early

measurements [1] of w, gave values considerably smaller in magnitude than

theory and displayed a substantial

density dependence.

Because of this

discrepancy, we set out to do more thorough calculations of R, which presumably is the
only source of density dependence in u,.

This calculation requires complete treat nent of

the Qp kinetics and accurate cross sections, especially for stopping, excitation, ionization,
and charge transfer. The rates for the lowest three levels are shown in Fig. 7. The

n=3

n=2
1

1~

I
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resulting value of R is significantly greater than the earlier value and does show some
density dependence, varying from 0.30 at @= 0,1 to 0.36 at ~ = 1.2 [45]. However, as
shown in Fig. 6, the corresponding density dependence of u, is only * 10Yo. A subsequent
The final
experiment [2] found the same density dependence as the newer theory.
reconciliation is not yet clear, but it is worth noting that the values of the total loss \V
from the two different experiments are in much better agreement than are the values of L:.
‘I’hediscrepancy may be due in part to different analyses of ql~ [47].
The experimental determination

of u, from the neutron signal is ra~her indirect.

Recent measurements of the charged particles a and a~ [48] and of the au x-rays

[49]

have provided valuable new data. Further charged particle information is anticipated from
the new PS1-LNPI collaboration.

6.

CONCLUSIONS
Afte

a number of surprises, both experimental

features of the d-t

muon-catalyzed

and theoretical,

the essential

fusion cycle now seem clear, but some important

questions remain.
one of these is the factor qlt for dy reaching its ground state,

Better theoretical

calculation of q], will require more accurate cxcitcd ~tatc d ~ t muon transfer cross sections
as WC]]as careful stuclics of muonic atom thmmalization

and the excited~tate

cascade,

Determination of the nonthcrmal energy distribution for dti here, as well as for tp ncedwl
for molecular-formaticm

calculations, requires accurate elastic scattering

cross sec’ions.

The calculations of these elastic cross sections should include the effects of target electronic
shielding and molecular binding.
Wc now have ● good qualitative
iormation.

A nonperturbativc

understanding

of resonant

calculation of the two-body

muonic

mol(’culr

rate is still dcsirublc,

A

complctc theory of high density (three or more body) effects has not yet been achicvml
Accurir[c calculritions of relativistic corrections to th~ d[~l bind)~lg energy, which neds to
bc

known very prcciscly for resonant mu!ccular-formation

ava.ilablc.

cr-)mplic.-M

should swm !IP

Thr cum~arison with cxpcrimcntally

ohscrvrd n~(~lcc,llar-forll]ati(]n ratvs is
by inadcqr,rntc knowlulgc of q,,, @ vcl~rity distrihvtions, and hyprrfinc

qurnrhing ratrs,
+

calculations,

hlorr hypwfirw quenching in asy~nmt’trir mdlision~, :~~(11)

i

d ~ tu (1 I)

d, smvns to ln~in(iiratrd Oxpcrimmrtally l!ran is cxpurtmi thrwrctirally
For tlw vital muon sticking fartur w,, prmcnt thv~)ry is 30-s0%

[’xpmimml[s ‘1’tl(’unrvrtainty

highrr

thnn

thmmiti~-nl vstitnatm (}fr“activa[ion is MI(IVVI t~~
INIonly - 1(1%, S(J thr thlwry (If inlti&l slicking (~) is sIJsp{*cl. ‘1’tl(’ (’ff(’clon k: (111(’1!1 lhl’
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nonadiabatic lag in the dtp wave function

has been accurately taken into account, but

there still remain other approximations that need to be checked.
Though this paper has mainly been about the basic physics of pCF, a few words
about the possibilities for application are relevant.

With the estvnafcd energy cost of N 8

GeV to produce a muon [50], brcakeven would be actieved at -450 fusions/mucm. This is
about three times the current experimental

yield, so energy production in a pure &zon

~CF reactor does not appear possible without further refinements.
fields can affect both the molecular-formation

rate and the stripping and might still make

such a reactor possible; further research is desirable,
hybrid (fusion/fission) pCF reactor.
more

Externally applied

An alternative

energy option is a

Sucn a reactor has been designed that is claimed to be

efficient than the usual breeder reactor, even with the already observed pCF yield

[50]. Another possibility fo: practical application
iritium.

is use of the pCF neutrons to breed
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D1SCUSS1ON
lL_C.Jk&:
If the 8 Gcv for muon production is wall-plug energy, a Carn~l fa~t~r h~s U)
be brought into the determination of breakcvcn,
The fusion energy would only be
accessible as heat, so wc must usc a heat ~nginc and will orlly h ahlr to make 40% of it
Ilcnnc the 450 fusions/muon for brcmkcvcn catalytic
availatlc as wall-plug energy.
eNiciency would need to bc multiplied by a factor of 2.5,
Ghcn: That is true if the rmidurd hcnt is r(’gnrdcd as waste. 1 shmdd nlso cmphnsizc that
the 8 GcV figuru for ncgntivc muon production is soft, LIlhcr authors prefer 5 (;cV and
sornu cstimntm arc as lt~wm 2 GcV,
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